
Marcaccio para dummies 
 
I am not a national artist 
I am to white to be classified as Latin-American 
I am not sufficiently an American artist 
I am not Jewish 
I am not catholic or atheist enough 
I am not gay 
I am male but I identify with the feminine  
I am not a victim even that I grew up in a fascist state  
I am not a bravado artist, nor anarchist or nihilist  
My work evolves too quickly and seemingly in unpredictable ways 
My constant questioning of painting makes look like I do not love it 
As a painter, I am not enough of a painter 
As a photographer not enough of a photographer 
As a sculptor, not enough of a sculpture 
As painter, I am not obviously formalist, irrationalist, conceptual or decorative 
I heavily use technology but I am not techie 
My work is not net but not totally formless  
I heavily use political subjects and ideology but I am not a social worker 
I use unpleasing or controversial subjects 
I manipulate subjects that consensus wants to leave alone or intact 
I have sympathy for Duchamp’s Étant donnés, but not for the ready-made 
I understand indifference but I prefer difference 
I understand the culture of information but I prefer the culture of production 
I mistrust bureaucracy but I use it all the time 
I like poetry but I mistrust the word poetic 
I work with space, image and materials but I am interested in time 
I do not belong to a specific community but my work is about the communal 
I do not like conspiracy theory but I do not believe in easy coincidences 
I mistrust the formal and the formless but I identify with the organized informal 
I do not like poverty or richness, I am attracted to luxurious poverty 
I admire the existence of power in seemingly powerless contexts 
I have an incarnated not expressionist affection for my work 
I have an intimate, antipathic  communion with paint          
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